Spur Pendant
DESCRIPTION
The Spur LED pendant light from Tech Lighting wholly modern
interpretation of a mini chandelier. This delicately scaled
pendant features five glass spurs extending dramatically in
opposing directions, each illuminated by a compact, diffused
LED light source for a totally modern look. Use with Tech
Lighting Monorail over a kitchen island or dining table or
combine both sizes using Tech Lighting Freejack Canopy
systems to create a custom chandelier perfect for your special
dining or living space. If you have something larger in mind, the
Mara pendant light is the smallest in a family of three modern
chandeliers available from Tech Lighting â€“ simply search for
Spur chandelier to find its close relatives. Includes (5) 2.5 watt,
91 delivered lumen (457 total delivered lumens), 2700K LED
modules. Fixture provided with six feet of fieldcuttable cable.
Dimmable with lowvoltage electronic or magnetic dimmer
(based on transformer).
INSTALLATION
Socket terminates with FreeJack male connector, which may be
installed into a system connector. Elements ordered with a
system prefix include a connector for that system. For use on
T~TRAK, order FreeJack version and T~TRAK FreeJack
Connector (sold separately).
WEIGHT
1.81.8lb / 0.820.82kg ±
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Note: Note: MP includes 4" Round Flush Canopy.
Aged Brass finish includes satin nickel system hardware.
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